In this paper, we present a novel foreground object detection method based on the sparse model of the spectrum of spatiotemporal DCT domain, which is robust for high dynamic scenes. First, we adopt the three-dimensional Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) to calculate the spatiotemporal spectrum representation of the current frame. Then, identification of foreground pixels is formulated as the analysis of the sparse solution of an optimization problem, where foreground pixels correspond to an outlier of the sparse model. Finally, the background updating method is presented to adaptively update the dictionary of sparse model corresponding to background representation. The experimental results on four challenging video sequences show that the proposed method is more robust to high dynamic changes of scenes compared with four representative methods.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Moving object extraction in complex scenes is widely used in the automated surveillance, which is the primary technique of many high-level tasks, such as object tracking, action recognition and understanding. In fixed camera surveillance systems, background subtraction techniques are popular. In the real world, the background of most scenes contains complex dynamic changes, i.e., gradual or sudden illumination variation or repetitive motion, such as rippling water, moving vegetation in the wild, spouting fountain. The traditional pixel-based method [1, 2] cannot well model these changes. Recently, there is a tendency of using the neighborhood information to enhance the power of background model, i.e., spatial neighborhood [1, 3, 4] or temporal neighborhood [5, 6]. However, these methods only considering the information of spatial neighborhood or temporal neighborhood may also produce a lot of false detections due to complex dynamic scenes.

Intuitively, spatial neighborhood information and temporal neighborhood information are complementary to each other. Thus, the integration of spatiotemporal information is a better way to model dynamic scenes. Doretto et al. [7] exploit the dynamic texture to model a spatiotemporal volume from a linear dynamic system. Moshe et al. [8] directly adopt the spatiotemporal volume. Generally, this category of methods extract the features from the pixels in a volume as its representation [9, 10]. Its limitation lies in the existence of obvious block effect and representation complexity.

In the proposed approach, we first compute the local spatiotemporal spectrum of the current frame, and then a low-dimensional compact representation is constructed through selecting the spectral coefficients with intensive energy statistically. Next, foreground pixels are identified through analyzing the sparse solution of an optimization problem about the sparse model. Finally, the background model is updated by updating the atoms of dictionary in the sparse model if necessary. Compared with the existing approaches of foreground detection, our approach utilizes a more compact and computationally efficient spatiotemporal spectrum representation based on DCT instead of local Fourier transform (LFT) [11], and we present a novel foreground object detection scheme based on the sparse model, as well as background update strategy.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the background model based on the DCT spectrum of spatiotemporal volumes. The foreground object extraction approach is detailed in Section 3. The experimental results are reported in Section 4. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. BACKGROUND MODEL BASED ON LOCAL SPATIOTEMPORAL SPECTRUM

For a pixel in a video frame, its spatiotemporal neighboring pixels determine that it is foreground or background. Let \( p = (x, y, t) \) denote a location in the spatiotemporal volume, and then its neighboring spatiotemporal cuboid is defined as \( \Omega(p) = \{ p' | p' = (x', y', t'), x' \in [x - N_x, x + N_x], y \in [y - N_y, y + N_y], t' \in [t - N_t, t + N_t]\} \). For a gray image sequence \( I(p) \), the local three-dimensional Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) centering on pixel \( p \) is defined as

\[
S(u, v, \tau) = c(u; N_x)c(v; N_y)c(\tau; N_t)S'(u, v, \tau),
\]

where \( c(u; N_x)c(v; N_y)c(\tau; N_t) \) is the local three-dimensional DCT of \( I(p) \) and \( S'(u, v, \tau) \) is the spatiotemporal spectrum of the current frame. Then, identification of foreground pixels is formulated as the analysis of the sparse solution of an optimization problem, where foreground pixels correspond to an outlier of the sparse model. Finally, the background updating method is presented to adaptively update the dictionary of sparse model corresponding to background representation. The experimental results on four challenging video sequences show that the proposed method is more robust to high dynamic changes of scenes compared with four representative methods.
where $u$, $v$, $\tau$ denote the frequency variables corresponding to $x$, $y$, $t$. Thus, for each pixel $(x, y)$ on frame $t$, there is a corresponding spatiotemporal spectrum $S(u, v, \tau)$ to represent it. In our system, $N_x = N_y = N_t = 2$, i.e. the size of the spectrum cuboid is $5 \times 5 \times 5$. To explore the energy distribution on different frequency axes, we sample about $3 \times 10^5$ spatiotemporal volumes and calculate the mean energy on each 3D DCT coefficients. Just as shown in Fig.1(b), our experimental results show that most of the energy concentrates on the spectrum slice indexed by $\tau = 0$, and further almost 99.8% energy is captured by the first 20 DCT coefficients according to the snake order [12]. Thus, we only use the first 20 spectral coefficients $S_p(k), k = 0, 1, \ldots, 19$, to represent the spatiotemporal feature of point $p$ instead of 125 coefficients, i.e., $v(p)=[S_p(0), S_p(1), \ldots, S_p(19)]$, which can effectively reduce the complexity of background model.

Given a video sequence, the initial background model can be established. Concretely, $w$ spatiotemporal points can be uniformly sampled along the temporal axis at pixel location $(x, y)$, and the corresponding spectral representations $v(x, y, t_i), i = 1, \ldots, w$, are computed. Let $v_i(x, y)$ denote $v(x, y, t_i)$, and the initial background model of point $p$ in spatiotemporal DCT domain can be represented as

$$B_0(p) = \{v_i(x, y)|i = 1, \ldots, w\}$$

In order to adapt the dynamic background, it is crucial to select the appropriate parameter $N_t$, which is related to the period of background repetitive motion. If the period of repetition motion (i.e. fast background motion) is short in an application, a small value for $N_t$ is suitable; otherwise, a large value for $N_t$ is a good choice (i.e. slow background motion).

### 3. FOREGROUND OBJECT DETECTION AND BACKGROUND UPDATE

In our approach, the background is represented as the set of atoms of dictionary in the sparse model, and the foreground is taken as an outlier with respect to the dictionary. Then, foreground pixels are identified through analyzing the sparse solution of an optimization problem about the sparse model.

Further, the atoms of the dictionary as background model are updated based on their importance. The concrete technical details are elaborated in the following subsections.

#### 3.1. Sparse Dictionary Learning

In the sparse dictionary learning problem, given a group of instances $y_i, i = 1, 2, \ldots, n$, a compact dictionary $D = [d_1, d_2, \ldots, d_m]$ is sought to sparsely represent each instance, i.e., $y_i = \sum_{j=1}^{n} x_{ij}d_j = Dx_i$, and most entries of column vector $x_j$ are zeros. Formally, it can be expressed as an optimization problem with the objective function,

$$\min_{D,X} ||Y - DX||_F^2 \quad s.t. \quad |x_{ij}| \leq k, \forall i$$

where $||Y - DX||_F^2 = \sum_{i=1}^{m} ||y_i - Dx_i||_2^2$, matrix $Y = [y_1, y_2, \ldots, y_n]$, $X = [x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n]$ and $x_i$ is the coefficient vector of $y_i$ with respect to dictionary $D$. $|x_{ij}|$ denotes the number of nonzero elements of $x_i$. Since the $\ell_0$-norm is a non-convex NP-hard problem, the optimal solution are generally obtained through solving the following relaxed problem,

$$\min_{D,X} ||Y - DX||_F^2 + \lambda ||X||_1$$

where $||X||_1 = \sum_{i,j} |x_{ij}|$. Apparently, the $\ell_1$-norm replaces $\ell_0$-norm.
3.2. Identification of Foreground Pixels

For a given pixel location \( q = (x, y) \), let \( B_t(q) = \{ b_i(x, y) \mid i = 1, 2, \ldots, w \} \) denote the corresponding background model at time \( t \), and each \( b_i(x, y) \) is a spectral feature vector computed according to Eq.(1). Then, for a coming frame \( I_t \), the problem is how to reliably identify foreground pixels in it based on the background model.

In the proposed approach, the sparse dictionary model is exploited to model the current frame \( I_t \) as the linear combination of the atoms of dictionary \( D_t \) and foreground image \( f_t \), i.e.,

\[
I_t = D_t x_t + f_t
\]

where \( x_t \in \mathbb{R}^m \) \((||x_t||_0 \ll m)\) is a sparse vector, and \( I_t, f_t \) are column vectors. Specifically, in our system, for pixel location \( q = (x, y) \) at time \( t \), the corresponding spatiotemporal spectrum \( S_t(q) \) can be written as

\[
S_t(q) = D_t(x_t(x, y)) + S_t^t(q),
\]

where \( D_t(q) = [b_1(q), \ldots, b_w(q)] \), \( S_t^t(q) \) denotes the spatiotemporal spectrum for foreground, and \( x_t(q) \in \mathbb{R}^w \) \((||x_t(q)||_0 \ll w)\). Ideally, if the pixel \( q \) corresponds to foreground, it cannot sparsely be represented by the atoms of background dictionary, so \( x_t(q) = 0 \) according to Eq.(10); otherwise, we have \( S_t^t(q) = 0 \) instead. In practice, although we cannot obtain the ideal solution generally, it is true that the spectrum feature of foreground pixels is incoherent with that of background pixels, and can be regarded as an outlier of the collection of background pixels. Now, the problem of identifying foreground pixels is converted into that of judging whether the current pixel is the outlier of background dictionary.

Inspired by Elhamifar et al.'s work [13], we combine the current background model \( D_t(q) \) and the spectrum of current pixel \( S_t(q) \) together to construct a new matrix \( Y = [b_1(q), \ldots, b_w(q), S_t(q)] \). Further, we formulate an optimal problem through modifying Eq.(8) to judge whether the spectrum \( S_t(q) \) of current pixel is an outlier with respect to the background model \( D_t(q) \), i.e.,

\[
\min_{X} ||Y - X^2||_F^2 + \lambda ||X||_{1,2}
\]

where \( ||Y - X^2||_F^2 = \sum_{j=1}^{w+1} ||x^j||_2 \), and here \( x^j \) denotes the \( j \)-th row vector of coefficient matrix \( X \), which can minimize the number of non-zeros rows of \( X \). To make the data invariant with respect to the global translation, an affine constraint \( I^T X = 1^T \) is appended on the Eq. (11) as [13]. Compared with Eq.(8), we use \( Y \) to replace dictionary \( D \). If pixel \( q \) corresponds to a foreground pixel, it prefers to write itself as itself; otherwise, it is represented by an affine combination of some atoms of background dictionary \( D \). In other words, if the pixel \( q \) belongs to the foreground, the corresponding row of \( X \) should have very few nonzero entries. Thus, we define a row-sparsity metric for the atom corresponding to current pixel, i.e.,

\[
\eta = \frac{(w + 1)||x^{w+1}||_\infty}{w||x^{w+1}||_1} \in [0, 1],
\]

to compute the probability of pixel \( q \) as a foreground pixel. For a foreground pixel, the \( \eta \) value is close to 1, and for a background pixel, the \( \eta \) value is close to 0. Hence, if the \( \eta \) value of pixel \( q \) is larger than a predefined threshold \( \varepsilon \), it is classified as foreground.

Our experiments show that a fixed threshold cannot obtain the good adaptation to the variance of scenes. Thus, an adaptive threshold is used in our system and computed by \( \varepsilon = \mu + \kappa \sigma \), where \( \mu, \sigma \) are the average and the standard variance of \( \eta \) values of all the pixels in the current frame, and parameter \( \kappa \) in our system is 1.8.

3.3. Update of Background model

Since the scenes often change slowly over time, it is necessary to adaptively update background models. For pixel \( q \) in the current frame, if it is marked as foreground, its background model \( D_t(q) \) keeps unchanged; Otherwise, if it is consecutively marked as background during \( N_t \) frames, the background model needs to be updated through replacing the atom with the lowest efficacy by the spatiotemporal spectrum \( S_t(q) \) of current frame. Concretely, the efficacy of each atom in the current model is evaluated according to

\[
\rho(j) = \sum_{i=1}^{w+1} |x_{j,i} - |x_{j,i}||, \quad j = 1, 2, \ldots, w
\]

where \( x_{j,i} \) denotes the entry of matrix \( X \) at the \( j \)-th row and the \( i \)-th column. Then, the index \( k \) of the atom with the lowest efficacy is determined by \( k = \arg \min_j \rho(j) \), and the corresponding atom \( b_k(q) \) is replaced.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To evaluate the performance of our method, the experiments are performed on four challenging sequences from three datasets publicly available, i.e., I2R, Wallflower, and Monnet’s dataset. All of the video sequences contain complex scene changes. The frame size of the video sequences are all normalized into \( 120 \times 180 \). All the experiments run on the PC with a 3.1GHz CPU in the Matlab environment. Since some of the datasets have no ground truth of foreground objects in the frame, we label some ground-truths manually using the Photoshop in order to compare the performance of the proposed method with other representative algorithms, including GMM[2, 14], Ali’ method[11], Cui’ method[15], kernel density estimation(KDE)[16]. For the GMM and KDE methods, we adopt the default parameters in OpenCV2.2 and the parameter setting in the paper[17] respectively. Ali’s method...
and ours both use the $5 \times 5 \times 5$ spatiotemporal volume to extract spatiotemporal spectrum features.

### 4.1. Qualitative Comparison

First, we qualitatively compare the performance of the four methods mentioned above with ours on the four challenging sequences containing dynamic scenes, as shown in Fig.2. We can see that the GMM method can adapt to illumination changes to some extent, but the heavy missing detections exist for high dynamic scenes (e.g., Campus, Water surface). We implemented Cui’s method (FMSD), but the experimental results are not as good as those given by the authors, since lots of severe missing detections and false detections exist. Ali’s method can handle the dynamic background at a certain degree, but it needs to adjust the scale size of spatiotemporal volumes according to the motion period of background. Otherwise, it can induce some false detections (e.g., Waving tree, Curtain). Thus, it affects the practical application of the method. Overall, the proposed method achieves the best performance, and it can adapt to high dynamic scenes and illumination variance. Although no postprocessing like morphological operations is used, the least noisy pixels exist with respect to the other four method.

### 4.2. Quantitative Comparison

We perform the quantitative comparison between the mentioned four methods and ours based on precision ($P$), recall ($R$), and $F$-score ($F$), $F = \frac{2 \cdot R \cdot P}{R + P}$. The recall is the ratio of the number of foreground pixels correctly segmented to the number of the ground truth, and the precision is the ratio of the number of foreground pixels correctly segmented to the number of foreground pixels outputted by the system. The final experimental results are summarized in Table 1. As shown in the Table 1, the best $F$-scores of MoG and FMSD have only about 63% on the four video sequences. Additionally, Ali’s method has the poor performance for Campus sequence where the illumination varied much, since their method does not update the background model over time. But, for other sequences with no large illumination changes, the performance improves significantly, which is attributed to the adoption of spatiotemporal information. Both our method and KDE have very good performance, and the average $F$-Score of ours is 0.903 which is a little better than that of KDE (0.883) on the four sequences.

### 5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we present a novel approach to extract foreground objects in surveillance videos. The proposed method exploits the spatiotemporal spectrum in 3D DCT domain to represent background, and then identify foreground pixels through solving an optimal problem. The experimental results show that our approach is robust to dramatic change of scenes, and it can obtain more complete and accurate foreground objects. But, our method has the high computation complexity compared with FMSD and GMM, because it involves lots of computation on solving the optimization problem.
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